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Berenberg Macro Flash 
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Jobless Claims Jobless Claims Jobless Claims Jobless Claims 
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ActualActualActualActual    143k143k143k143k    5.7%5.7%5.7%5.7%    1.6%1.6%1.6%1.6%    ----31.0k31.0k31.0k31.0k    

Previous 103k 5.7% 1.7% -39.4k 

Consensus 130k 5.6% 1.8% -30.0k 

Berenberg 120k 5.6% 1.8% -33k 

 
Employment continues to plough ahead.Employment continues to plough ahead.Employment continues to plough ahead.Employment continues to plough ahead. Solid economic momentum in the UK continues to feed through to 
strong jobs gains, which should in-time push up pay growth. But the path back to more normal wage gains is 
proving to be rather bumpy. Employment rose by a consensus beating 143k in January, the strongest gain since 
last June reflecting, mostly, rising full time employment. The employment rate surged to a record high of 73.3% 
(records began in the early 70s). Despite those signs of tightening in the labour market, pay growth disappointed, 
slipping to 1.6% yoy excluding bonuses. That is still better than the increases seen through most of last year, and 
there is every prospect of pay gains improving further as the labour market continues to tighten. But the process 
will be gradual, especially with still relatively raw memories of the financial crisis, along with increased competi-
tion from older workers and a steady flow of immigration, probably holding back most employees from really 
pushing harder for higher pay. 
 
Unemployment rate held steady, but furUnemployment rate held steady, but furUnemployment rate held steady, but furUnemployment rate held steady, but further falls are just round the corner.ther falls are just round the corner.ther falls are just round the corner.ther falls are just round the corner. The jobless rate disappointed a 
little today, by holding steady at 5.7%. Still strong business surveys and sharply falling jobless claims – the latter a 
good leading indicator for unemployment – point to further marked falls in unemployment to come, as do very 
strong vacancies. Vacancies are up 23.5% in the past year, with small firms vacancies increasing more than 35% 
yoy and larger firms gaining closer to 20%. North Sea oil and estate agents are the only industries not to see va-
cancies increasing. The labour market is tightening on every available measure, with the exception of pay growth. 
We expect the latter to gradually improve through this year, reaching 3.0% yoy growth by the end of 2015. 
 
Bank of England highlighBank of England highlighBank of England highlighBank of England highlights sterling risk to inflation.ts sterling risk to inflation.ts sterling risk to inflation.ts sterling risk to inflation. Today’s minutes of BoE policy makers early March meet-
ing were neutral to dovish. The neutral aspect was that members believed there had been little news since the 
mid-February Inflation Report, and accordingly agreed to keep rates on hold in a decision that was never in any 
doubt. The slightly dovish aspect was a new focus on sterling. Policymakers worried that divergent monetary 
policy and strong UK growth might continue to put upward pressure on sterling, which could in turn “prolong the 
period for which CPI inflation would remain below the target and exacerbate the risk that lower expectations of 
inflation might become more persistent.” With the labour market tightening and economic momentum still 
strong we expect the first BoE rate hike next February, but sterling poses an increasing risk to that call. Specifical-
ly, markets, and the BoE, were surprised by the results the last time sterling shifted a lot, in 2008.The inflation 
impacts were both much bigger and lingered much longer than markets had expected. If sterling goes much 
higher, it could seriously challenge our rate hike view. 
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This message has been produced for information purposes for institutional investors or market profes-

sionals, it is not a financial analysis within the meaning of § 34b or § 31 of the German Securities Trading 

Act (Wertpapierhandelsgesetz), no investment advice or recommendation to buy financial instruments. 

The message does not claim completeness regarding the information on the developments referred to in it. 

On no account should it be regarded as a substitute for the recipient’s procuring information for himself or 

exercising his own judgements. The message may include certain descriptions, statements, estimates, and 

conclusions underlining potential development based on assumptions, which may turn out to be incorrect. 

Berenberg and/or its employees accept no liability whatsoever for any direct or consequential loss or 

damages of any kind arising out of the use of this message or any part of its content. -- For full economics 

reports please visit our website or contact capitalmarkets@berenberg.de.  
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